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Spiritual songs for "the small ones and the big ones" by Horst Gehann
Dr. Felician Rosca
Horst Gehann's spiritual songs dedicated to "the small ones and the big ones", with the
reminding that they are written for one or two voices with an organ or piano backing, are
together in the Opus 2.
Written in both English and German, they are considered as a talent and inspiration example,
regarding both the song line and the lyrics.
About the creation moment of these songs the composer himself wrote to me the following:

“All 12 songs were written in Bucharest between 1952-1958. The first 8 were composed for
the children choirs in the Bucharest children choirs. Usualy they were written for different
ocassions where was needed a song with a specific theme, as persons who organised the
musical services needed. Verses of different poets were written this way. Last 4 songs were
composed in my activity as music teacher at the Adventist Theologic Seminar from Bucharet
for the and of year, as the absolvents asked. The style is simple and accesible. We can say that
this short compositions contribuited at the spiritual life in a time when it was risky to declare
your belief. They spread from Bucharest to all the country.
Maby that they can remember our vallors in a time in wich the belief life is not put into
danger by ideology but by the running after money.”

The 12 songs can be taken as a conclusive message of a child's life over an year, in which
every song can express the experience of a world.
We could assume that they can significant the 12's apostles characters. We discover the eager
Peter that must learn to have patience, John that loved Jesus "So Much", the impulsive
Zebedei brothers who need to learn kindness.
The theme of the 12 songs can reveal us moments of Jesus' life when He found Himself on the
mountain praying. Of course, a child's fantasy can discover other personal connotations in
which they can find their own feelings.
The titles of the 12 songs are: We thank you, When birds sing, Patience, May your life be like
this, So much, Fall in prayer, Remember, God is my strength, Calling, Give us your help, On
your altar Jesus, The divine scripture.
Theologically speaking we find in the text a lot of domains in which the prime domain of
interest is education.
Subjects like: gratitude, trust, knowing along with patience, remembering, praying, calling
can be considered as essential messages in the Christian education of a child.
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Beyond the poetic message of the lyrics as educators we can discover the necessary themes in
a child's healthy education. Even if we sometimes overlook the role of a little song, I thing
that this sang message can be in a teenager's life essential. Trough the beautiful following of
the melody a little song learnt in childhood can measure a lot more then a pile of
"educational" talking. This is why I think that beyond their technical values, these 12 songs
have a much greater value in their educational purpose.
To be great full, to be patience, to knowing how to bow in prayer, to be faithful, are beautiful
and practical subjects but they come better with education, with forming the personality then
with the poetical-philosophical art.
I think that this should be the main role in the child's song, and the artistic matter should come
second. I hope to be in concordance with the authors of these beautiful songs when I say that
education itself was their muse.
Poets that have inspired the musical creativity oh Horst Gehann are: Elisei Dumitrescu, Vali
Ghiorghita, Cornel Greissing, Arthur Irimia, Lucia Thomas.
The first song has as a title a calling: We thank you (Ex. 1) . Written in E, in 6/8 measure, with
a musical structure like A+b+A+c, in which the choir "C" is written in 4 temps measure. The
soloist-choir alternance, in which the choir is represented by children can underline the
composer's thought to dedicate these songs to the small ones and the big ones. The anaconda
from the second measure has the purpose of placing the accent on the right place.
When birds sing (Ex. 2) song continues the structure of the first song. The tonality is kept, fact
that underlines the possibility that the two songs are bond to one another by interpretation.
The binary choir gives the soloist-choir alternance. Even the alternance between the birds
singing and thanking the Lord puts us at the very beginning in the children's universe.
In this melody we need to mark the harmonies with a chromatic sense but which is resolved
tonal every time.
The song Patiance (Ex. 3) drifts apart from the mentioned atmosphere but it preserves still the
ternar elements of 6/8 measure. The melody of this song, written in D, obvioslly underlines
the quiet atmosphere in which patiance is learnt. The harmonies are peacefull so the
modulator infelxions create a simbiosis between tonal and modal.
May your life be like this (Ex. 4) can be considered as a conclusion of the patiance. Written in
D, in the binar measure of 4, the work is great in it's melody in both armonic and chromatic
way.
The ups and downs of these harmonies underlines the idea of "moral passivity" of the text:
"May your entire life be like this
And the doings that you leave behind
Such as an unstaind flower
To be that clean
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Every moment that you live."

The second stanza underlines the benefic result of patiance:
"Because every voice that is heard
And every doing on your way
Is like a seed that grows beyond
The seed of goodness from now on."
The song So much (Ex. 5) written in G, and in 6/4 measure puts us in the middle on Christ's
loving teritory. The chromatic melody with a modal structure underlines the esthetic theme of
ethernal love. The slightly ondulated movement remind us of a mother's “rocking hands”. The
peace athmosphere of christian love is underlined precisely by this rocking.
Fall in prayer (Ex. 6) is surprising by the fascinating harmonies and the beautifull bonding
beetween music and lyrics. The idea of personal praying is underlined with the changing of
the 3 halfs measure in a binar measure of 4 terms. The melodic lines underline thrue
descending motives the idea of bending in prayer. The chromatic harmonies underline the
inner universe created by a prayer. "Fall in prayer God once said Your wish present to Me..."
Remember (Ex. 7), by it's number seven underlines the importance of the resting day, that we
find in the 4th commandment. The symbolic number seven is taken as a marking signal that
indicates the moment or resting for all God's creatures. The ascending alternance written in 4
halfs through the motive of the 3 notes f-f-f; g-g-g; c-c-c; suggests the climbing steps to
reaching the level of Sabat's adoration.
God is my strength (Ex. 8), written in b, and the binar measure of 4 terms, replaces in our
memory the structure of the protestant coral. The jump of a sixth rebrings to our memory the
structure of the Lutheran Choral, d-c-d-e-d-c-h.
The song Calling (Ex. 9) is splited in two big sections A+B, in which the final cadence
rebuilds the initial motive from A. The soloist-choir-soloist alternance has the role of the
evangelist (the soloist) and the choir of the old preclasic orator. The modulation from the
initial tonality of e to the homonym of E and then returning to another e, can segnificate the
returning of the big ones in the small one's world.
Give us your help (Ex. 10) with the underline written in german that this song is a message to
the big ones, in how they should intrust themselves into God's hands when they're trying to
shape up they're children'd characters. The big final underlines the educative role of the song.
The following passages, underlined by the surprising harmonies of the background suggests
the peacefull athmosphere in which every person can put they're trust in God.
On your altar, Jesus (Ex. 11) is the most elaborated piece from the 12. Written for solo voice,
choir and organ in d and the measure of 6/4 has the structure of a canon, in which every voice
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stands up for itself. The organ has the role of bonding the two very different voices: kids and
adults. The piece ends with a coda on the word Amin.
The last piece called The divine scripture (Ex. 12) is bond to the piece before. It has the role
of a final conclusion in which the idea of the young's and the adult's both should live with the
word of the Scripture is underlined. It is the ideal conclusion in the educational purpose of the
11 songs, that conclusion that the Scripture is "A Light on the way, always and everywhere".
Also, an instrumental passage ends like an ideal conclusion.
Conclusions:
Horst Gehann's spiritual songs dedicated to "the small ones and the big ones" can be
considered to be a little education treaty through music. The musical and poetic means are
used by slightly educate kindly and patiantly. Trough their musicality and the beautifull
bonding of children voices with the ones of their parents these songs can be a model of
education through Hymn. Like this, the educative and religious song's role in a family's life is
deeply underlined.
Ex. 1

etc…
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